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Guangzhou Headquarters

Founded in 1994, OPPEIN is China’s No.1 kitchen and customized home décor brand, 

and Asia’s largest cabinetry manufacturer. We design and manufacture high-quality kitchens, 

wardrobes, bespoke home furniture, bathroom products, interior doors, aluminum windows & 

doors and home furnishing, capable of offering one-stop home décor products and solutions.  

ABOUT OPPEIN

In 2019, OPPEIN’s sales turnover reaches USD 1.91 billion, harvesting its consecutive 26th 

years of growth. our products have been exported to 118 countries and regions. 

In overseas markets, what sets us apart from our competitors is our Italy design, European 

quality, one-stop whole-house products & solutions, and reliable local services.

OPPEIN takes great pride in its extensive franchise distribution system. We have a productive 

showroom operation model and thoughtful support policies to help the franchisees win. 

Currently, we have a remarkable number of over 7,000 franchise showrooms worldwide to 

serve local retail businesses.  

The global project business is another importance we attach to. We cooperate closely with 

builders, developers, contractors, and architects to develop different types of residential and 

commercial business; up to now, we have completed over 10,000 real estate projects around 

the globe, including some significant local landmark projects. 

We achieve this through our unceasing striving for perfection, and the passion to satisfy an 

individual’s needs for better home décor. Our vision is to make OPPEIN a modern, innovative 

company respected and loved by the people, held in the highest esteem in China, and 

emulated around the world.

-The first to introduce modern kitchen manufacturing to China

-The first drafting unit of China’s Residential Kitchen Standard

-The first to be honored  with “China Top Brand” in the industry

-The first to be honored with ”China Well-Known Trademark” in the industry

-The first to be certified with “ China Environmental Labelling” in the industry

-The first to initiate and offer whole-house customization solution in the industry

-The only one brand representing China’s light industry chosen as one of the top 30 

component stocks by MSCI (Morgan Stanley Capital International) index

-Ranking No.1 with a total brand value of 4,142,878 thousand US$ in Dec, 2018 

in the industry in China

-Ranking No.1 in sales volume consecutively for 18 years in the industry in China

FACTS

-5 manufacturing factories with a total of 2.78 million square meters allow us the largest 

production capacity in Asia.

-6 product categories consist of kitchen, wardrobes, customized home furniture, 

bathroom products, interior doors, home furnishing, able to offer you whole-house 

customization solution in coordinated style efficiently.

-Offering customers with endless possibilities with 6 design styles, 9 door materials, 

100+ door styles and 200+ colors

-26 years of project and retail experiences

-Exporting to 118 countries & regions

-7,000+ showrooms worldwide

-fulfilling 10,000+ projects worldwide

-Sales turnover reaching 1.91 billion US dollars in 2019

FIGURES

FACTS & FIGURES
On the way of striving for perfection, OPPEIN has created many 

firsts and harvested impressive figures, making us one of the world’s 

most trustworthy brands. We stand firmly with our partners and 

consumers, and are able to add more value to your projects in terms 

of superior design, high quality and professional services.

Where there is home and love, there OPPEIN is.



CAROD Piano keys design / Finish: lacquer
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ORLANDO Combine the function of dressing cabinet / walnut+leather / 
round edge / finish: wood venner
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MODERN TIME High-capacity / brass brushed matte aluminum frame
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ORLANDO Leather stitching / metal decoration / 
glass cabinet/wood veneer
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DONA Dressing table design / L-shape / glass cabinet
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STARRY Narrow glass door / open cabinet
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EIFFEL Linear hinged door wardrobe / Aluminum-framed glass door / Finish: melamine
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BACH Brushed brass / horizontal waist line / 
high-end material / red oak wood veneer
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RUSSELL Two colors for choice / Finish: wood grain melamine
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EIFFEL Designed by Italian designer Marco Bortolin 

U-shape walk-in closet / Shoe rack / Finish: melamine

WALK-IN 
CLOSETS
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ORLANDO Island design / open cabinet / white leather
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PERFECT L-shape wardrobe & island / No side panel / hanging design 
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CHARMING Glass cabinet / folding door / embedded light strip
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CAESAR Designed by Italian designer Sergio Castiglia
Glass door / Finish: melamine
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MODERN TIME Walk-in closet/ aluminum-framed glass cabinet /
embedded light strip/Finish: lacquer
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BACH L-shape closet / sliding door / glass cabinet / Modular design
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FERRAGAMO Sliding mirror door / Finish: melamine and matt lacquer
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ORLANDO Four sliding doors / Minimalist style / leather finish
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PIAGET Display rack / Finish: PVC Foil
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CHARMING Handleless design / hanging sliding door
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CAMINO Built-in wardrobe / Finish: lacquer
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Dress Mirrors

Narrow-rimmed dress mirror

It can be equipped with normal mirror and intelligent 

mirror. Hidden design, more space saving. 

Narrow-edged mirror matches with decorative cover, 

it prevents the clothing from touching the tracks. 

The smart mirror matches with light strip and display 

module.

Intelligent dress mirror

Doors & Door Panels

The door panel offers superior heat and moisture resistance. 

The formaldehyde emission is less than 1.5mg/L, and it complies 

with European E1 and California CARB standards. It is extremely 

durable and easy to care. Multiple finishes can be chose to meet 

your requirements.

Folding door Door panel Door panel Door panel

Bar Handles

Bar handle designs have grown in popularity, fueled by an increasing 

demand for contemporary styles, minimalist looks and the need to maximize space. 

We offers different types of recessed aluminum bar handles. Also, with a spectrum 

of color options to choose from, we can easily create a handleless design to 

match your needs

Lights 

Different types of down lights, strip lights and shelf lights, drawer lights and 

inductive lights offer not only additional illumination, but also create a happy mood in your home.

Our lights are harmonious with your space, and high quality LED strips or bulbs allow long

service life and bring energy saving.

Light strip Glass shelf light Top panel light

Intelligent Accessories

Modern home has added more and more intelligent elements.

Easy access with just one button, smart home, meet your modern life needs

Intelligent dressing table Intelligent hanger Intelligent drawer

Storage Accessories

The clever design of these drawer dividers means you can easily adjust them as you 

add and remove items from the drawers, keeping the contents upright, accessible and tidy.

Drawer dividers ensure you get the best possible use of the drawer space.

Plastic basket Drawer Drawer Drawer 
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Clothing Rod

Used for storing clothes, trousers and scarves in the wardrobe, 

color and design is easy to match with all kinds of carcase 

finishes. It will be easy to pick up and arrange clothes with 

the rods and easy to clean up. Make the wardrobe concise 

and orderly.

Metal Decoration

Handleless design, matched with 

metal decoration, is more elegant 

and upscale.

Sterilizing Accessories

Closets and shoe cabinets are places that need to be disinfected in time,

built-in disinfection and sterilization system protect your health. It combines well with 

the wardrobe, adds feature highlights, enhance the added value of wardrobe products.

Concealed Accessories

With good hiding effect and stable structure, concealed accessories 

don't take up too much space. Extend the space as needed, 

completely hide when not needed.

Folding stool Concealed access port

Sterilizing gene Built-in disinfection cabinet

Layout

Maximize the storage efficiency, 

suitable for long and narrow corridor and entry space

SINGLE WALL compact closet (3m  )2

It is suitable for square areas with large area and wide space, 

with high utilization and clear partition. 

Rotating shelving is available

U-SHAPE large space closet (3-10m  )2

Long and narrow rooms transform the closet. 

At meanwhile, island can be added.

L-SHAPE medium-sized closet (5m  )2

Long and narrow rooms transform the closet. 

At meanwhile, island can be added.

TWO ROWS
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Stack module

764mm-964mm

Hanging, stacking 
and storage

Function

Lifting rod, drawer, 
storage box, safe box

Accessories

Wardrobe Modules

YG001

Shorty module

400mm-1100mm

Hanging

Function

Clothing rod, shelf, 
dress mirror

Accessories

YG002

Decoration module 1

562mm (inner space)

Storage

Function

Longitudinal clothing rod, shelf,
pull-out basket, safe box

Accessories

YG003

Decoration module 2

782mm (inner space)

Storage

Function

Longitudinal clothing rod, 
shelf, pull-out basket, 
trousers rack

Accessories

YG004

Winter clothing 
module

400mm-1100mm

Hanging

Function

Clothing rod, storage box, 
dress mirror

Accessories

YG005

Summer clothing 
module

400mm-1100mm

Hanging

Function

Clothing rod, storage box, 
dress mirror

Accessories

YG006

Narrow cabinet

200mm (inner space)

Decoration storage

Function

Narrow cabinet, hook, mirror

Accessories

YG007 YG008

(for man) Narrow cabinet

200mm (inner space)

Decoration storage

Function

Narrow cabinet, hook, mirror

Accessories

(for woman)
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Combination Examples

SINGLE WALL

U-SHAPE

TWO ROWS

L-SHAPE 
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Quality

environment-friendly materials
Formaldehyde emission≤0.05mg/m³

E1 class environment

Nails and screws are the most commonly 
used fasteners used for wood and wood 
based products, they are tested in tension 
using withdrawal and pullthrough tests 
and in shear using lateral movement tests.

Strong nail-holding

Minimum static buckling strength 14.5mpa
Bending tests reveal the elastic modulus of bending, 
flexural stress, and flexural strain of our panels

Not easy to deform

Water absorption expansion rate: 4%
Samples are horizontally submerged under 

1 inch of water, and after 2 hours, the samples 
are removed from water, drained, and weight 

and thickness are then measured. 

Moistureproof and durable
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